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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

It’s quite evident that the kind of society the technocratic elites are pushing us all toward is one

that emulates China: one where lip service is paid to human rights while the population is held in

an iron grip of high-tech surveillance.

China’s authoritarian-style rule is something artist and freedom activist Ai Weiwei is deeply

familiar with. In a November 12, 2021, interview with PBS “Firing Line,” (above)  Weiwei

discussed his struggles with the Chinese government, which he also reveals in his memoir, “A

Thousand Years of Joys and Sorrows.”

After years of political persecution, Weiwei escaped China in 1981 and ended up in New York

City. In 1989, a peaceful protest in Tiananmen Square turned bloody, as the Chinese military

slaughtered many of those in attendance. Several were friends of Weiwei’s. In his book, he

writes:

“Young people in China today have no knowledge at all of the student protests in

Tiananmen Square in 1989, and if they knew they might not even care, for they learn

submission before they have developed an ability to raise doubts and challenge

assumptions.”

“How has the Chinese government succeeded in erasing that memory?” the interviewer asks.

Weiwei responds:

“The Chinese government is very sophisticated. They succeed in every way [with]

propaganda. They believe if they keep presenting the untruthful conclusion, history will

also write it that way.

[The] young generation, they have no way to even to raise the question or challenge this

conclusion from the government. So basically, the whole generation, or generations — the

Chinese majority — will be on the side of the government, which is a pity ...

They know how to control the internet. They hired probably millions of internet police to

just watch every sentence. So, every move, every act on the internet would be clearly

recorded ...

It [became] so sophisticated, censoring and monitoring every individual. And it’s beyond

imagination ... many, many dissidents have been put in jail. Most of my friends are still

serving in jail now.”

US Is Already an Authoritarian State

Today, as we struggle against government COVID propaganda, the effectiveness of this kind of

totalitarian brainwashing is becoming clear. There’s no doubt we’re in the most sophisticated war

in the history of mankind, and anyone capable of rational thought and an inkling toward freedom

is the designated enemy.

Everywhere you look, o\cials are spewing easily provable lies, yet mainstream media run with it,

and large numbers of people swallow this information without a second thought.

It’s not hard to imagine a future where the population is so grossly misinformed about the basics

of science and medicine that there’s no one left to even consider questioning the narrative

handed to them. As noted by Weiwei, we’re already well on our way:

“Certainly, in the United States, with today’s condition, you can easily have an

authoritarian [ruler]. In many ways, you are already in the authoritarian state. You just

don’t know it. Many things happening today in the U.S. can be compared to the Cultural

Revolution in China — like people trying to be uniNed in a certain political correctness.

That is very dangerous.”

Media Enforced Falsehoods

Ashley Rindsberg, author of “The Gray Lady Winked: How the New York Times’ Misreporting,

Distortions and Fabrications Radically Alter History,” dissects the news coverage of SARS-CoV-2’s

origin in her Tablet magazine piece, “The Lab Leak Fiasco.” In it, she suggests China is largely

behind the unscienti_c denial of the lab leak theory. She writes:

“For over a year the media enforced falsehoods about the pandemic’s origins, never

evaluated the evidence, never apologized, and was never held accountable ... Jan. 24,

2020, British peer-reviewed journal The Lancet published a study  on the novel

coronavirus it identiNed as 2019-nCoV.

The study substantially contradicted the oYcial Chinese government narrative about

when and how the virus originated ... While the Chinese government had pointed to the

Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market ... the paper found that at least one-third of initial

cases — including ‘patient zero’ ... — had no connection to the market whatsoever.”

Initial news coverage criticized the Chinese government’s handling of the crisis and questioned

the narrative coming from the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). Then, at the very end of January

2021, the tide suddenly shifted. U.S. Sen. Tom Cotton was ferociously attacked for stating that:

“We still don’t know where the coronavirus originated. Could have been a market, a farm,

a food processing company. I would note that Wuhan has China’s only biosafety level 4

super laboratory that works with the world’s most deadly pathogens to include, yes,

coronavirus.”

By mid-February, mainstream media were referring to the lab leak theory as fake news and an

unfounded racist conspiracy theory that wasn’t even worthy of consideration, let alone

investigation.

In her article, Rindsberg details how mainstream media created a “bioweapons straw man,”

conaating the accidental lab leak theory, which had relatively widespread support and plenty of

evidence, with the theory that SARS-CoV-2 was a bioweapon, which very few, and certainly not

Cotton, were claiming at the time.

“What accounted for the speed of the media’s about-face?” Rindsberg asks. One possibility is

widespread antagonism against the GOP among mainstream reporters and editors.

“Yet blind partisanship alone couldn’t have guaranteed a rapid, simultaneous, and near-

unanimous change in coverage,” Rindsberg writes.  “There was something else.”

China’s InBuence Over Global Media

That “something else” is China, which wields undeniable inauence over American business,

including news media and entertainment. As noted by Rindsberg, there’s “an awareness that

when the CCP bares its teeth, or, if necessary, goes on the attack, it can alter the fortunes of

billion-dollar companies, thousands of employees, and millions of shareholders ...”

Even a corporate behemoth like Amazon is not immune to the CCP’s power. According to

Rindsberg, half of the top 10,000 sellers on Amazon are in China, so the CCP could easily throttle

Amazon’s pro_ts simply by restricting access to those vendors. Amazon is owned by Jeff Bezos,

who also owns The Washington Post, one of several news outlets that suddenly turned coat-tails

and disparaged the lab leak theory as a fringe conspiracy.

The CCP has also strategically invested in media companies around the world, giving it the ability

to sway coverage to its advantage more directly. “The list of major U.S. media companies with

substantial ties to China is so long that it is ... di\cult to name one that isn’t dependent in one

way or another on Chinese cash,” Rindsberg writes.

Scientists Have Other Incentives Too

Some of the scientists involved in dangerous gain-of-function research, the kind suspected of

having spawned SARS-CoV-2, are also beholden to China. But beside that, they’re also

incentivized to discredit the lab leak theory in general, regardless of where the lab might be

situated, as their careers would be lost if gain-of-function research were to be banned.

Not surprisingly, people involved in some of the riskiest research of this kind don’t want anyone

to suspect their work might produce a global killer. A prime example is EcoHealth Alliance

president Peter Daszak,  who was subcontracting coronavirus gain-of-function research to the

Wuhan Institute of Virology. February 19, 2020, 27 scientists published a letter in The Lancet,

condemning “conspiracy theories” that suggest COVID-19 has an unnatural origin.

In mid-September 2021, it was _nally revealed that the letter had been cooked up by Daszak, and

26 of the 27 signatories had ties to the Wuhan lab. In the meantime, however, Daszak had been

“uncritically interviewed, cited or tapped as a talking head” by a long list of legacy media,

Rindsberg notes.

Everywhere he went, he preached the natural, zoonotic origin theory. According to Daszak, the

virus jumped from animal to human, most likely a bat. He also stressed that the pandemic was a

direct outgrowth of mankind’s greedy encroachment on nature. This is a talking point straight out

of The Great Reset agenda, to which the Green New Deal belongs.

“With Daszak leading the way, the media successfully couched lab leak as a conspiracy

theory with roots in Trumpian politics, environmental denialism and anti-Chinese

sentiment,” Rindsberg writes.

“Together, these formed what we might call Daszak’s triangle, a mental model that made

lab leak a social and political impossibility for anyone who did not want to be branded as

an anti-science, right-wing xenophobe.”

Brutal Authoritarianism Hailed as Success Model

Daszak was also a staunch defender of China’s research on zoonotic viruses with human

emergence potential in general. “The media enthusiastically embraced this notion as it reported

on China as a global model for _ghting the pandemic and handling major crises more generally,”

Rindsberg says.

And that brings us back to where we started. U.S. media have glori_ed China as a role model for

how to “win” the war against the virus. The fact that this “safety” has come at the price of

freedom is something the media have skirted almost entirely.

Indeed, many have opined that people shouldn’t expect to have human rights during a pandemic

such as this. CNN’s Don Lemon openly suggested the unvaccinated should be banned from

grocery stores  — an inhumane suggestion of such epic proportions, many couldn’t believe their

ears, yet this is happening today in India.

Indeed, banning the unvaccinated from society, including removing some of the most basic

rights, is underway by governments around the world, to varying degrees — all for an illness that

has killed just .012% of the population and 1% of those infected.

War of Words

And let’s not forget that the reason a pandemic could be declared and combated with gene-based

therapies in the _rst place is because basic de_nitions were altered. Reality didn’t change.

Science didn’t change. Medical knowledge didn’t change. Only words did, and based on altered

verbiage alone all sorts of falsehoods have been promoted. 

As just one example, a “vaccine” has since its inception been known as a product that protects

you from disease by producing immunity (even if only temporary).  That de_nition has now

changed to a product that stimulates an immune response against a given disease.

This de_nition was obviously contrived to describe the limited function of the COVID-19 gene

therapy injections, which do not make you immune and can’t prevent you from getting or

spreading the infection. By any de_nition of a vaccine in use before 2021, the COVID shot is not a

vaccine.

At best, the shot will reduce your symptoms. This also means they cannot, ever, produce herd

immunity. This despite the rede_nition of herd immunity, from being something produced as a

result of natural infection, to something resulting from mass-vaccination.

Trust in Media ‘Damaged Beyond Repair’

So, why did media turn against the lab leak theory? As noted by Rindsberg, “Which theory is more

likely — lab leak or zoonotic spillover — is ... the key question for science. The question for the

media is why it chose sides so quickly, so vigorously and so collectively, before there was enough

evidence either way.” The answer, Rindsberg argues, goes back to China’s inauence over

American business, science and media.

As evidence she cites a May 27, 2021, article in Nature,  which stated that “rhetoric around an

alleged lab leak has grown so toxic that it’s fueling online bullying of scientists and anti-Asian

harassment in the United States, as well as offending researchers and authorities in China whose

cooperation is needed” — the key sentence there being “offending researchers and authorities in

China.”

“In these few words — more ham-Nsted but also more revealing than anything you’d Nnd

in a leading consumer news outlet — Nature drew back the curtain on not just the

connection the media drew between lab leak and racism, but the media’s broader take on

the role that China played in the pandemic,” Rindsberg writes.

“While this might explain the false narrative that emerged about lab leak in the science

media, it still leaves us wondering why the consumer news media took much the same

approach.

This question is at the core of what might be one of the greatest journalistic scandals of

our generation. That there appears to be no accountability, self-re`ection, or Iraq-WMD-

style reckoning on the horizon only compounds the problem.

If and when it does, we are likely to conclude that the false narrative around the

pandemic’s origins represented a tipping point — a comprehensive failure in journalistic

quality and mores ... We might also discover that public trust in an institution essential to

democracy was damaged beyond repair.”

Global Totalitarianism Modeled on the CCP

To go back to where we started, Weiwei stated in his interview:

“In China, we have a saying: ‘To deal with anything, you have to be strong yourself.’ I don’t

think the West is strong enough themselves to deal with China ... I don’t think the U.S. has

the ability to really examine the situation of its own moral and [ethical] behavior.”

Where does that leave us? It’s now undeniable that the U.S. is becoming more totalitarian by the

day, and many of the incoming changes to society are patterned after the CCP’s iron rule, with

round-the-clock digital surveillance, a punishing social credit score and draconian censorship

system, the likes of which Americans cannot even fathom. Even the smallest dissenter is hunted

down and punished.

People who grow up under this kind of regime will never know anything else. They’ll accept it as a

condition of life. Is that what you want for your children and grandchildren? If not, there’s no time

to waste. You have to speak out against and peacefully resist anything and everything that brings

us closer to that end.

Speaking Out Is the Most Important Thing We Can Do

Importantly, as explained by Mattias Desmet,  professor of clinical psychology at Ghent

University in Belgium, totalitarianism differs from dictatorships in that totalitarian regimes

commit their worst atrocities once dissenting voices have been silenced.

“ ‘In my opinion, it is not an option to stop
speaking,’ Desmet says. ‘It’s the most important
thing we can do.’ ~ Professor Mattias Desmet”

By keeping the pressure on, by vocalizing dissent, many planned horrors can be kept at bay. By

speaking out and uniting in the _ght for freedom we also provide those who otherwise would

simply go along with the program, for fear of being ostracized, a better alternative. They can join

the resistance rather than joining those who are trying to destroy society as we know it and take

away our freedoms.

“In my opinion, it is not an option to stop speaking,” Desmet says. “It’s the most important thing

we can do.” We also need to create parallel structures — businesses, organizations, technologies,

movements and creative pursuits that _t within a totalitarian society while being morally outside

of it. Once enough parallel structures are created, a parallel culture is born that functions as a

sanctuary of sanity within the totalitarian world.

According to Desmet, totalitarianism will always self-destruct in the end. The psychological

underpinnings are so self-destructive that the system ends up killing its own. That’s the good

news. The bad news is a totalitarian system can survive for long periods of time before petering

out, and there tend to be few survivors at the end.

That said, Desmet believes this new global totalitarianism is more unstable than regional

dictator-led totalitarian systems, so it may self-destruct faster. So, the key is to survive outside

the totalitarian system while we patiently resist it and wait for its self-destruction.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,361 ratings

ORDER NOW
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A) childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/biden-administration-covid-vaccine..  Here the Children's Health Defense surveys the lawsuits

_led by many US Attorney Generals across the USA concerning the "Vaccine" mandates. Embedded is the recent court ruling decrying

the mandates as unconstitutional based on violation of separation of powers, discrimination, equal protection.

B) To succeed, we *must* follow the lawsuits and support them. Contribute where we can, and pass word around widely. Stay

empowered and positively focused. Positive information and role modeling, foster proactivity.  C) Does it ever occur to the journalists

aiding and abeting this rise of dictatorship, that they too will be under the thumbs they are empowering? Big DUH! Some day they too,

may _nd themselves censored or even jailed for writing. It's time for us to point this out to journalists and to suggest that they dial back

their attempts.

D) It's time to sue the media, in fact it is high past time. And it is strategic. E) Regarding the war of words, (and now also the war ON

words), a strategist said that where people don't like to read long articles, wordsmithing is the tool that politicians use. Slogans, she

said. We can do the same and _ght back peaceably. However we have to be very knowledgeable as we do so for it to be effective

instead of to back_re. Test out slogans before promoting them.

F) The dictatorship can only succeed with our cooperation. Don't focus on "Them", focus on "Us". What *Our* power is. We do have the

power to resist, spread word, educate. But we must be very strategic as we do so. G) Educating School PTAs, college newsletter editors

is strategic. College students talk to their peers, are vocal and passionate. Their parents listen to their kids where they might otherwise

turn a deaf ear, waking the slumbering giant. School PTAs have big political clout (health dept's), talk to principals, teachers, their kids.

Ten birds with one stone!  Yes We Can!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/9/2021 1:06:26 AM
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How China Controls Your COVID Life
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

The kind of society the technocratic elites are pushing us all toward is one that emulates China’s authoritarian rule, where total submission

to government is the only option if you want to live

)

There’s evidence suggesting the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) is behind the unscienti_c denial of the SARS-CoV-2 lab leak theory by

mainstream U.S. media

)

Most U.S. mainstream media have _nancial ties to the CCP. Scientists working on dangerous gain-of-function experiments also have

incentive to protect China from being accused of a lab leak, as they don’t want gain-of-function research to be banned

)

China also has powerful inauence over American businesses, which realize that if the CCP is displeased, it can destroy billion-dollar

companies and erase the fortunes of thousands of employees and millions of shareholders

)

The U.S. is becoming more totalitarian by the day, and many of the incoming changes to society are patterned after the CCP’s iron rule, with

round-the-clock digital surveillance, a punishing social credit score and a draconian censorship system that hunts down even the smallest

dissenter

)
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H) It is silence among the general cross sectors that aids and abets the rise of dictatorship, emboldens power mongers, who

take advantage. In the USA this is born of informational gaps about Constitutional law.  And they don't invoke it, thinking "it will

make no difference" "the powers that be don't care" etc. Well in a way people are right, but then again when we invoke the law,

powers that be simply have to stand down. And it can be effective, I have seen it in action (several times) where government

agents stood down when the law was invoked. Informational gaps are Not our friend.  Ignorance is NOT bliss!

I) The fourteenth amendment says: "All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof,

are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge

the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property,

without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws."

constitution.congress.gov/.../amendment-14  

Lawmakers can NOT just randomly make laws just because they plain and outright "feel like it"!  J) Given the separation of

powers, health departments and the President of the United States can NOT just UNILATERALLY declare the alleged "laws" Of the

land!  K)WHY are people acting as if unilateral dictates and sweeping power over-reaches are law? They are NOT law! It's time for

the people to wake up! STOP aiding and abetting unilateral dictatorial power! L) Regarding rights of the unvaccinated, don't

people realize that discrimination and coercion are BOTH afoot? All for a "vaccine" that has nothing to do with reducing spread of

disease!  nypost.com/2020/11/24/moderna-boss-says-covid-shot-not-proven-to-stop-..   People need to do their *basic*

research. Read "Vaccine" Fact sheets! Shees

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/9/2021 1:22:24 AM
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To be effective, we need an arsenal of _lm footage, because people respond and act based on *emotions* not necessarily always

based on *fact*.  If this _lm does not wake people up, nothing will. Be prepared, shell shocking hospital/ICU footage

post-vaccine! Hospital nurses call out a pandemic of the Vaccinated, not the Unvaccinated, based on hospital inaux and

shocking illness! blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..  

A respiratory therapist will be listened to by the mainstream. This man, strong in spirit, shows multiples of bottles of pills

required to keep his heart going and keep him alive post-vaccine, and due exactly to the vaccine. "Stay in your lane" He says of

those pressuring others to get the jab. blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/12/01/_1820_stand-your..  Woman

convulsing violently in hospital post vaccine www.bitchute.com/.../G4clrGsuKW4e  P_zer admits their product has very low

effectiveness! blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/12/01/study-p_zer-cov..  

Court-Ordered P_zer Documents They Tried To Have Sealed For 55 years Show 1223 Deaths, 158,000 Adverse Events in 90 Days

Post EUA Release. The Most Shocking Document Release Of The Last 100 years.

celiafarber.substack.com/.../court-ordered-p_zer-documents-they  see document embedded in the article.

childrenshealthdefense.org/.../death-by-coincidence    Death By Coincidence? No clear connection to the "vaccine" is a cheap,

evil way to slide out. www.bitchute.com/search/?query=fauci%20asymptomatic%20carriers&kin..  Fauci: Asymptomatic carriers

never were drivers of disease spread. Show documentation stating that the vaccines do not prevent the spread of disease! It's as

basic as vaccine fact sheets DUH peeps!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/9/2021 1:57:41 AM
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This is not about convincing tyrant wannabes about anything. They are not listening. Reason only works with reasonable people.

Hubby has a few sayings about situations like this... First, you have to _nd "something that bleeds". Look for an individual--do not

attack faceless entities like "the management", "the staff", etc. (Unless you are suing.) Find that one person who has some

authority to make change and make it worth their while to do so.  Questions like, "Would you bet your job in that?" Litigation,

_nancial loss, loss of face/reputation, etc..  

Once you have identi_ed persons in strategic positions of authority, you must "slam their _ngers in the pickup door to make sure

you have their full attention". In other words, they must be facing major risks that make change preferable to maintaining the

course they are on. Most likely, lower level employees can be removed _rst. Upper management will likely blame them and

promise reforms. However, the more lower level employees you _rst remove, the more di\cult it becomes for the elites to _nd

support.

As the saying goes, "Rats are quick to desert a sinking ship." They will hang around when there are a lot of bene_ts, but not when

there are a lot of struggles. Something as simple as a boycott of an industry could cause a major shift. Those managers in

marketing feel the heat if sales projections are even off 5%. For one thing, people have to learn to quit buying stuff sold by people

who would enslave them. Quit feeding the beast and it will starve.

You need the undivided support of all good, honest and decent people standing up to say certain things will not be tolerated.

Whatever the cost, enough people must stand up and say "no"... because if they don't, the other options are even worse. Where is

the black-robed column that has historically been active in seeking high moral ground? Too many churches, today, are run like

glori_ed coffee shops, with their programs supported by govt funding.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/9/2021 1:58:32 AM
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Almond,  you are wonderful thank you! And absolutely right. That's why it is important not to focus on *them* but on *ourselves*

and *our own* power, wherever it *Does* lie! You are reminding me of something. To go from the bottom of the chain of

command is smart. Sue the doctors who push the untested and side effect producing "vaccines" wherever they do actual harm!

It's time to let them know they are in a pickle (caught in the middle between higher up chain of command and our own power of

assertion) and let them make their own choices! And if they make the wrong choice, let 'em know it. Hit them in the pocketbook,

where it counts! The same goes for the phlebotomists.  Thank you Almond! Much appreciation.

PS I also liked what Jim Corbett did, organize joint underground news journalists to coordinate themes at the same time. So they

covered the story of Bill Gates jointly, each in articles of their own, asking bloggers to post links and comments. Such

coordinated underground media coverage can get an internet hum going. In the past, the so-dubbed "Thought Crimes Bill" fell

down because of too much internet humming. We can get it going too. Censorship? Find ways around it. Post to sources pledged

to NOT censor, pass around emails. Use a VPN. It's time to peaceably _ght and win! We can do this, if we dont' lie down passively

and simply Do Nothing, and then Moan Victim. That does not work, does it? Does it help?
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Regarding point E, I have been doing that since the beginning.  My _rst thoughts were to use what I feel are CIA-like tactics: short

sentences, repeated frequently and make them profound.  I began in April 2020 with: “it was never about a virus” This got me

much negative feedback and laughter and blocked by people on Facebook and nearly kicked out of a Facebook group.  But I

wasn’t the only one. Throughout this year I have seen others saying that line on Twitter, YouTube and Facebook and that

reinforced my sense of purpose and re-energized me.  I believe repetition is key, as well as making statements short enough to

remember and to be parroted, like your point E.

Have at the ready simple arguments for singly focused talking points. Example: someone claims being vaccinated protects

communities. Reply: they don’t stop the spread, you’re only protecting yourself. Leave the other talking points and let the one

making the claim sit with that.  My latest for all those who are awake, or who are fence sitters: “this ends when we end it” It’s

short and to the point. Can be remembered and parroted. It implies there is no savior we are to wait for. We are the ones we’ve

been waiting for. And it gives the power to us (“when we end it”).  As I am disabled, not a homesteader and certainly not capable

of living off the land, words are my only ammo.  I’ll continue in this path.
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Almond - thank you for that post!   I'm digging your husband's thinking!  Haven't we seen practically the whole of America get on

board when they have a face behind the tragedy?  I've seen it used against us - but how about faces of victims of the darn shot

that is so safe and effective?  MSM is a ***.

Mirandola, I'm on board!  While a relative's father's life is ending in the hospital from the covid shot injured keto-acidosis - home

for 12 hours and then rush back to the hospital via ambulance with rashed hands, fever, vomiting, - his life is hanging in the

balance right now.  One life.  It's amazing that people who don't have vax injury or life lost from this crap can't see what one life

lost will do to a family (our 45 yo friend who was a father of _ve who died from Remdesivir) ... or the patriarch of the family who

can't be seen by anyone because, of course, it's Michigan and covid (or really ADE) is exploding up there.   I don't know - every

single person who has died in my world since 10/19 has NOT been from covid ... which tells me a) cancer is still wayyyy up there

and b) there's an agenda and it needs to end now. So to the powers that be and are dark - you've got what you wanted, can we

end this now?
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Wise words Almond...The thing is these Dracs drink blood, don't bleed and own the justice system they created. There's a

work-around there somewhere maybe involving PETA and Fauci's beagles or "children" who have been harmed or a good ol stake

and mallet.
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Lovestosing, we are so sorry to hear about your relative's father and others who you have lost. How tragic! You are right, to post

the faces of victims is an important and soul-stirring thing to do. We need soul-stirring to wake up the masses.  cmeshine, thank

you for your proactivity. You are to be commended! The strategist I was introduced to by happenstance (Party ages ago) said that

to identify and rebut beliefs in peoples' heads, is key to spawning change. Thank you again for what you do!

Forbiddenhealing, "they do not bleed" (hereby invoked as a _gure of speech, we do not want them or anybody else to bleed) is

just a belief. Consider: As posted previously, a US Senator voted for the un-Patriot-ic Act and found himself the subject of an FBI

warrantless search in his home! Whoever would have thought that a US Senator would be vulnerable to his own laws? Currently,

we have the major homerun, the court ruling embedded in the Children's Health Defense article I linked at the top of my post

today. We can invoke this for job security, with politicians, the police, everybody. Biden's plan bit the dust with that ruling.

And as more and more lawsuits come up, Biden may be in the hot seat. He needs to be imprisoned for conspiring to do great

bodily harm and aiding and abetting mass murder. And speaking of lawsuits, DeWayne Lee Johnson was told not to go up

against MOnsanto because it meant the government. Yet he did it. Now, according to Stephanie Seneff in her book Toxic Legacy

,there are over 100,000 Monsanto/Bayer lawsuits with jurors overwhelmingly ruling on plaintiff's sides. They can't and don't suffer

the cause and effect? The assumption may be as mistaken as "it will never happen to me/you" and to spawn discouragement is

only to inhibit proactivity. Is this helpful? Best to all and i look forward to reading more of what people have to say. Many thanks

and much appreciation to all of you for your helpful and proactive, concerned thoughts. Have a good day.
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While you point out numerous important points, you are forgetting Jakobson in 1905 SCOTUS decision that allowed mandating

vaccine for smallpox.  This is used continuously to justify the current mandates.  However, and a bit however, there were 3

required standards to be met if EUA drugs and mandates were to be used.   Let me see if I can recall them: 1. Not recalling at the

moment--sorry 2. it must be immediate and short term 3. it must apply equally to everyone  Currently none of the requirements

are being met which makes the mandates and enforced lockdowns illegal. You can look up this lawsuit or maybe someone else

here has a better memory than mine.
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Thank you Tanya. However helpful the argument may be right now, I believe that the separation of powers trumps all other laws

which conaict with it. It is the lack of such invocations, in society and in court, which has the powers that be emboldened. We

can't continue to let this happen. Sending best wishes and thank you for what you wrote ,especially where it is helpful. Much

appreciation for  that. :-)
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Biodynamic Farmer, John Chester, from Apricot Lane Farms is quoted:  "It sounds incredibly magical, and it is.  The challenging thing for

us is the constant battle of deciding when we need to intervene with various epidemics [in farming] that ultimately overtime can be

balanced out by the natural forces that exist within a healthy biodiversity.  Our goal is to maximize biodiversity as a way to _nd that

harmony.  What you get from that is great tasting food and a beautiful environment to farm within."   A totalitarianism approach (i.e..

monoculture) is not sustainable in farming or in politics or in a healthcare system (pharmaceuticals treatments to dis-ease).  When

biodiversity is destroyed, we die.
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It's happening here in the USA folks. It's not as severe as China, YET! You can not allow our freedoms/constitution and laws that protect

us to be trampled on! Here's a perfect example of what I'm talking about:

thefreethoughtproject.com/child-vaccinated-without-parents-consent-sec..  This child was bribed into getting the Covid-19 jab, at a

public school, with a piece of pizza WITHOUT parental consent! His mom found out when her son came home with a VACCINE CARD!!

No one is allowed to inject your child with anything without consent! This is how it starts. These dictator want-a-bees chip away at your

freedoms, trample on your rights, and go above the law to force their ideologies on to you.

When no one pushes back they do a rigged poll that shows the majority of Americans agree with this and it becomes LAW! This has got

to stop! We must uphold our constitution. If we continue down this path it will get very ugly. Once you have enough people with nothing

to lose, like breath-hold-diving record holder  Florian Dagoury, you will begin to see suicide bombings, like the ones you see in the

Middle East. How many lives has this vaccine destroyed? How many of those people will "get back" at the government that destroyed

their lives? That's why we have a constitution and the Bill of Rights. You let people make their on decisions based on good education

and informed consent. If they make the wrong decision that results in an unwanted outcome we Americans accept responsibility.
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jamNjim, You said, "... you will begin to see suicide bombings, like the ones you see in the Middle East." That would not surprise

me.  However, I don't condone that tactic because it would kill innocent bystanders. I advocate something a lot more granular,

more concentrated on the perpetrators of draconian diktats: assassinating them. Ambush and take out the originators and the

leaders of the repressive measures. Once their followers understand what will be in store for them, too, this COVID tyranny will

collapse like a house of cards.
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The long slow incremental submission is what the CCP knows. They know how human nature works. They are banking on it...the

long play
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Thank you JamNJim! Just very well said! I could never have said it any better myself.  I have seen powers that be standing down,

several times, when the law was invoked! It is way more powerful than people think. I think for people to memorize the BIll of

Rights and invoke it, is way more powerful than is commonly believed. As before, I really believe that the usurping of our

Constitution is based on the fact that people remain silent, and that power mongers/tyrants/bullies take advantage of people

lacking in boundaries. True? And further, to underscore you JamNJim, silence is considered "Consent" in legal terms! Then things

do indeed become law! Then we blame "Them". We have to at least do our part and say if we did and then it still didn't work, we at

least tried our best.

To pay our taxes to fund the usurping of our freeedoms and for our own abuse, is purely absurd. That word, "Pay" carries

unfortunate weight. Invoke it, it works!  celiafarber.substack.com/.../court-ordered-p_zer-documents-they   (see embedded

document of P_zer facts that they tried to have hidden for 55 years, this is shocking. Save backup copies, very important!) And

wherever mass grievous bodily harm and murder are concerned, it is time to jail those who refuse to listen or care. An idea

whose time has come?  arthurieoutlook,my understanding of what JamNJim was saying was that the government might attack

us, not the other way around. Just talk to Anybody who lived under oppressive rule: That is what happens routinely in

dictatorships, unfortunately. As for assassination, I never condone violence, plus it would only result in discrediting of the violent

person and even the cause itself. They would laud,  uphold those assassinated. I think the better way to go is to seek the

imprisonment of those aiding and abeting murder and grievous bodily harm and who are overstepping their powers by ten miles

on every side. Or sue them. Thank you JamNJim. Much appreciated. Have a good day.
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Covered in RFK's The Real Anthony Fauci is when Bill Gates came under intense scrutiny about his underhanded, dirty business

practices. How his behaviors brought him up in front of Congress for intense grilling & under threat of breaking up the Monopoly

already recognized as detrimental to the Public. His behavior then as now, smug, a wisenheimer. Being as most outside of the digital

industry do not even begin to realize the details of it today, it was even more so then. It's not a stretch to realize now even then Gates &

others already had massive data mining operations & knew more about those in Congress who were gilling him, than they knew about

themselves.

As bad as it is to realize this, now come to grips with greedy myopic self-styled, self-important 'Masters of the Universe' who were

beginning to shut down industries of all sizes because they could be made cheaper & the pro_ts were higher for a few. The move to

service & information industries. In other words, giving the keys to the kingdom to China. Here, much of it all massive paper shuxing &

fortunes made in documents, not substance. China on the other hand has been at it for Centuries. For Gates & others to believe they

could or would snooker that power structure smacks of Coke fueled fantasies.

This has been exposed through this destructive lockdown. Hospitals have to be overwhelmed when up to 20% have been shut down, or

services closed. All kinds of essential needs of the private citizen & the country, if not the military shut off, or out. Right now, it seems

some bubbling awareness among the political class, GOP & Dems, of oh crap, we have underestimated Silicon Valley. Now they need to

have a second cup of coffee & realize as attractive as China's top-down lock step no discussion, no dissent, do as you are told may be,

historically it's a loser. Democracy is dirty, messy, hard, & frustrating, but if we can _nd our common interest, once the dust settles, we

have something solid.
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This attempt at global totalitarianism will proceed to a point, however, God's plan that will _nally put an end once and for all to all of this

and usher in His Kingdom is moving ahead as well and it's fact that God's plan will prevail as humanity has been  saved through the

sacri_ce that His Son, Jesus Christ paid for our sin.
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Amen
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One World Government? The witnesses for Jehovah identi_ed the scarlet coloured wild beast many decades ago.

www.jw.org/.../search  .      Earths Final Human Government. 

 wol.jw.org/en/wol/d/r1/lp-e/1967165?q=scarlet+colored+beast&p=doc
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This is to reply to Iconoclast.  Can I assume you are a Jehovah's Witness?  I used to have friends who are but they have taken the

injection even knowing it emanated from aborted fetal cells.  Something I can't understand.
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This is such a confused and strange article for this site.  I can understand Weiwei hating China as having suffered under its repressive

regime.  However, it seems to see dictatorship as different from totalitarianism without any de_nition of what is meant.  Persoanlly I

think it is hogwash.  Both words designate political leadership by either 1 or a group of people that has total and repressive control

 over the population.  In this case is implies a world wide effort as instigated by China which is also hogwash.

This pandemic has deep roots in reactionary American politics.  George Bush introduced the American people to the idea of a One

World Government which is what he and his cabal were pushing for with the Project of the New American Century put out by the

Federalist Society of which *** Cheney was a member.  They pushed thru the Patriot Act with its inccreased surveillance legitimacy.

 And even before that we had John Poindexter under Nixon touting TIP, Total Information Program.  This went underground with the Left

movement's exposure of the COINTELPRO under the CIA's auspices but then showed up after the contrived 911 fear mongering attack

of the World Trade Center's 2 buildings and the Pentagon and the use of that fear to push that document thru Congress without it even

reading it.

And we also have 2015 statement from Peter Daszak calling for a pandemic of a pathogen to scare people into submission but

requiring the control of the media to push the program.  His limited mentality only focused on controlling the public to ensure

investment of the big money people into this venture.  His statement, the one I am familiar with, did not talk about totalitarian control

over the population for the purposes of destroying the Constitition and democratic principles.  But I would venture to guess he was on

board since he supported bioweaponry and research to push such development.  (to be cont'd)
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This entire  program can be seen to have been de_ned and described in the WEF (World Economic Forum) project known as the
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This entire  program can be seen to have been de_ned and described in the WEF (World Economic Forum) project known as the

Great Reset which was issued in December, 2019 right before the WHO announcement of the pandemic with a mere 85 deaths

worldwide.  For that matter Fauci had spent years predicting a pandamic and trying his best to create one with such fear

mongering projects such as Zika, Mers, Sars, etc.  None of them panned out, most likely because the world wide structure for

pursuing the program had not yet come together. Political and economic arms were not completely twisted and/or enough

democratically elected national leaders had not been unseated with American chosen dictators chosen put into their place.  

So this article, once again, promotes the standard confusion of Socialism with Totalitarianism.  One based on popular input into

decision-making protocols and putting power into the hands of the people and failed efforts, always manipulated by the US, that

turned into Totalitarian regimes.  And this is de_nitely what happened in China which bastardized the efforts of the Maosist

revolution.

It is critical that people see the cooperation betw the US and China as part of the American plan.   The goal of total control of the

country and the people's thinking is no different than what Weiwei describes in China.  In the US, the roots go back many decades

as there has always been a fascist  tendency in this country even when the Constitution was being written.  In fairness to him,

everyone always sees the world thru the lens of their own personal experienced repression. He just is very wrong in his view that

under Totalitarianism you will ever be allowed to have independent alternative social structures.  That was the dream of the Left

Movements of the 1960's for example where people thought they could 'drop out' and live outside the mainstream structures as

with the Black Muslim movement sought to buy land, and develop their social structures.
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stanleybecker
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yes, I agree that the enslavement of the Chinese people as a  role model for Western Culture does not bode well - because the Western

Society as things stand now represents a freer interchange of capital the CCP has been able to strategize to their advantage the

purchase of controlling equity in the Western Economy without the reciprocal situation being obtained vis-a-vie in investment in China  -

so China has avoided in_ltration from the West while succeeding in in_ltrating the Western Economies - oligarchs like the Snake have

personally bene_ted so they have coordinated their aspirations with the CCP - China wins and the USA loses -

this opens the door for the cultural/ political realignments that China has engineered for the CONTROL of its huge Masses - China is

ahead in Mass Surveillance and therefore becomes a role model for the ECONOMY of SC ALE that these minority {1%} power brokers

are interested in pursuing - as to Desmet's thesis that modern totalitarianism  like Uroborous eats itself by its propensity of constant

puri_cation by murdering everyone in an unselective manner - I think that the murderous impulse is only exacerbated by the sweep of

technological capacity - the murderous impulse is no different according to Canetti's Nobel prize winning opus "Crowds and Power" - a

read I recommend in this context.
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Hi Stan, the Ontario, Canada, Teachers' Union invests in China:  ASIA-PACIFIC OFFICES Hong Kong and Singapore "We have a

strong and growing presence in Asia-Paci_c, one of the most dynamic economic regions in the world. Through our o\ces in

Hong Kong and Singapore, we partner directly with institutions, governments and family o\ces and have diversi_ed investments

of approximately $16 billion in total investments (at the end of 2020). With just over 40 team members, we continue to expand

our investment footprint and forge strong partnerships."

Teachers are very well paid here compared to the USA and have enviable pensions.  I don't like their position re "vaccines" and

never have. Ontario Today, CBC (Canadian Broadcasting Corp.), Radio 1, advertised today that tomorrow there will be a phone-in

show about China and one of the topics they will address is the "bullying" from that country.  Gobsmacking that CBC would make

that statement as perpetrators of the most harmful brainwashing I've seen in my lifetime.
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Flew back from California yesterday - the plane went over the ocean _rst - I was looking through the clouds at all the ships still lined up.

 I thought I was seeing _sh - from the sky they'd be giant _sh - sharks?  I mean - where does the waste go?  How long are those cargo

ships going to sit out there lined up?  Why is this still going on?  Just another side venture of a government run amok with nefarious

agendas.  I'm glad some people can see it.
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One reason for all these ships out there is because California recently put a new regulation into effect. No diesel vehicles over a

certain age are allowed to operate in the state. That cut out a lot of trucks. Trucks are expensive, so the owners put a lot into

maintaining them so they last a long time. Now there are not enough trucks to oxoad the cargo onto. It's not all about the

"pandemic", although California would want you to think so.
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It has less to do with our government and more to do with CA and Gov. Newsome. A friend of mine is a mechanic for Cal-Ark

trucking. They purchased an abandoned warehouse in Arkansas about 10 or more years ago for the purpose of converting all

their trucks to meet CA's new EPA standards that went into effect this year. Basically, you can't have any truck older than 3 years

old or it has to be upgraded to meet CA's air standards or you can't enter the state. On top of that, you have thousands of truck

drivers that quit in 2020 due to Covid-19 lockdowns.

Think about how hard it is for a truck driver under normal conditions to just go about daily functions like eating, sleeping,

showering, and doing #1/#2. Now lock everything down and expect these people to do their jobs. Combine all of that with the

worker's unions at the shipyards in CA! CA has some of the biggest unions in the country and they have used Covid-19 to their

FULL advantage to get OUT OF WORKING, but still get paid to work.

CA is one of the states STILL offering anyone who doesn't want to work for "FEAR OF COVID-19" unlimited unemployment and a

stimulus check on top of that. The unions have taken full advantage of this Socialist style of governing. So you probably are

asking WHY don't they just go to another state's port to unload??? They can't. These cargo ships from Asia are so huge that the

USA only has 2 ports with large enough unloading/loading bays to accept these ships. Both of those ports are in CA! So yes, we

have an infrastructure problem!

Of the HUNDREDS of ports surrounding the USA's coastlines, only 2 are big enough to accept the container ships coming from

Asia. Short term solution is for the US government to declare a state of emergency and take over those 2 ports in CA. Trump

would have already done this. Long term solution is upgrade ports in Oregon and Washington and/or collaborate with Mexico to

build a mega-port down there. The Biden Administration isn't that smart.
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Thank you, Debbie - I am so glad for this explanation!  I know I have a friend who owns a business up in North Carolina and her

products are still out in the sea ... not so good for the backbone of America :( JamNjim - Utterly ridiculous!  I can't even believe

for a truck to come in and out of the state that they are imposing this - another reason I'm glad I left.  Okay - I'm not super glad, I

miss so many things about it - but that makes about as much sense as this entire plandemic!  Just ridik!
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I have on my mind "I remember _nding out about you" by Bad_nger.  Cannot get it out of my head!  Just a laughable point.  We

are in a serious pickle.  I cannot get it out of my head that people are this ridiculous!  And it is historic and across races.  Satan is

alive and well in this world!
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Hey "jNj", "Of the HUNDREDS of ports surrounding the USA's coastlines, only 2 are big enough to accept the container ships

coming from Asia. Short term solution is for the US government to declare a state of emergency and take over those 2 ports in

CA. Trump would have already done this. Long term solution is upgrade ports in Oregon and Washington and/or collaborate with

Mexico to build a mega-port down there.

The Biden Administration isn't that smart." Kansas City Southern RR (KCS) already has seaport access in Mexico at the  Port of

Lazaro Cárdenas, marketmadhouse.com/the-railroad-everybody-forgets-about-kansas-city-so..  .  And now with the new

KCS-Canadian Paci_c (CP) merger, "CPKS",  I'll bet they will have plenty motivation to expand on that Mexican seaport(s)

www.trains.com/trn/canadian-paci_c-kansas-city-southern-merger-to-red..  .  ~~  

www.icontainers.com/.../top-5-ports-in-mexico  I don't feel all that comfortable relying on other countries for our domestic

shipping needs, but WTF, California is already becoming a "foreign country". :-(
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Yes freight unloading has slowed, there's a ship parking lot outside major ports, ongoing for some time now. Opened a _nancial

page yesterday to read this article: _nancialpress.com/2021/12/08/americas-new-export-problem-12-1-million..    Here's the

underlying issue: - Dr Fauci's FDA CDC HHS's pandemic response team nearly singlehandedly closed down the country for

months instead of 3 weeks to aatten the curve! Exact response was planned and rehearsed by US Public Health authorities

annually for 20 years.

It appeared no one seriously questioned what came down; if they did so publicly, were quickly "silenced, de-platformed, or

erased".  Didn't seem to matter that we had a mild to serious au masquerading as a major pandemic event. Remember when Elon

Musk _rst objected to shutting down his CA vehicle assembly plant, announced and re-opened it despite the authorities.

Eventually packed up his home and moved to TX, along with an entire manufacturing plant. Follow the money to connect pieces

to this puzzle, right?

US manufacturing, especially for export, went to hell, aided by lack of circuit boards imported from China (as if someone was too

cheap or lacked common sense to build a few back-up facilities stateside??)  If not exporting, then US short- or long-term?

economic downturn is sure to follow...Wall Street and the stock market has been disconnected from the actual economy starting

in June 2020, doesn't reaect much except Pharma sales (US appears a drug-based economy now). However, if the US economy

has lost a signi_cant portion of its foundation? Numerous conaicting predictions are online for anyone digging for answers as to

how much damage was wielded and for how long. Time will tell...
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DebbyW, that law was voted on over 20 years ago, giving trucking companies plenty of time to turn over the aeet or adapt their

engines. I wonder why they ignored it. Do we deny that our air quality matters? Perhaps the trucking companies thought that

Trump might sue California or overturn the CAFE standards, as Bush did over 20 years ago, when Calfornia was headed for

electric vehicles. Bush immediately encouraged and gave tax credits so everyone could buy gas hogging SUV's. The car

manufactuers couldn't produce electric vehicles. It would cost them too much to retool their factories. But, that got _xed in the

2008 Lehman Brothers economic collapse. WE got to pay for them to retool their factories via the bailouts.
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www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/the-coronavirus-attacks-fat-tissue-s..  NYT is running it along with these guys

worldnewsera.com/news/the-coronavirus-attacks-fat-tissue-scientists-_..  Okay so - should this be making news?  Is this that random?

 Is a person with adequate amounts of D, doesn't eat fast food, etc. etc. etc... at the same risk?  The thing about the 45 yo male who

died from remdesivir - he was hit pretty hard.  I found out from his coworker's wife that he ate fast food (McD's) every day.   (Not trying

to start anything, just the facts).   So he was overweight, eating fries and what-not daily.   So was it his obesity or the fact he ate

McD's/fast food daily?  As we know from "Super Size Me," the man's vitals were not good.  I think it can stated that health was a factor.

 Just my opinion. No seed oils.  Stay away from them.  At least right now, is what I'm thinking. Thoughts?
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Toxic seed oils like vegetable oils Canola and soybean oils are likely the culprit.
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Isn't it amazing how the pandemic pushers and vaccine mandaters claim to have the science and scientists backing their position yet

they can't understand how Africa, which doesn't follow their position, disproves their claims?  Which one has a disconnect from reality

........ the people of Africa or the pandemic pushers?  One can only conclude that their misdirection is intentional and their scheme

contrived.
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Although I have not been able to _nd alternate sources for some of the products I buy at Amazon, and for other reasons, I still shop

there, I am very careful about the source of products I buy. I am well aware they carry much from China. I have repeatedly told them they

need to require country of origin for the products they sell. I look carefully at each new product I am considering, to learn its source.

Sometimes it is evident in the description: the English has just enough errors of the right kind. Chinese products typically have four

substantial paragraphs in the description. Not always.

Sometimes the country of origin is revealed, sometimes I ask. If I cannot determine a product is NOT from China, I don't buy it, and on

the few occasions when I have been fooled, I have returned the product and gotten a refund, sometimes coming from Amazon's ABC

fund since the company selling the product has subsequently disappeared (very common with Chinese companies). If all the people

who buy from Amazon emulated these practices, the problem would take care of itself. It takes effort. But Chinese products are NOT

SAFE, so it is worth it. Please join me.
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". . . a 'vaccine' has since its inception been known as a product that protects you from disease by producing immunity (even if only

temporary).16 That de_nition has now changed to a product that stimulates an immune response against a given disease.17" True. A

vaccine introduces a virus particle into the body so that the body will produce immunity to it. By contrast, mRNA "vaccine" doesn't

introduce a virus into the body but instead allegedly stimulates the body, by inserting a "spike protein," to produce an immune response

against whatever disease is being marketed.

To make a vaccine, there has to be an actual piece of virus, but mRNA "vaccine" doesn't require any viral fragment. For mRNA "vaccines,"

this means that there doesn't have to be a real virus at all. This enables mRNA to serve as the basis of fake epidemics and pandemics,

such as the COVID and HIV scams. Note that the HIV "epidemic" happened long before the supposedly Chinese-based COVID

"pandemic" showed up. Both of these frauds are based on the results generated by PCR tests. The PCR test is still used for diagnosing

HIV cases, and it produces false positives just like it does for COVID.
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PBS brought to you by Phyzer and a host of other communists corporations!
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That's Very GOOD!  China and its ancient Culture, Wisdom and Superior Medical systems should be learned and respected. American

culture today is rotten and poisoned by technocratic elite, pharmaceutical thugs...etc. CHINA's inauence should be welcomed and

supported. No denying, the future is in ASIA. We can see the future now = in DUBAI, in Thailand, in Korea, and more so in ALL of CHINA.

And Japan is superior to all.
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Watch this 1 minute video…it speaks for itself…and the patch discussed by these snakes is none other than the quantum dot tattoo

which will be rolled out soon. This same thing quali_es as the mark of the beast for those who have ears to hear, and eyes to see.

www.bitchute.com/.../zNCYFYergHqB
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We  , like most of earth has been a war for decades...NASA is a war machine....in sealed ,for "security reason" shipping tons of stuff to

"An area as big as the United states, thats never been seen by a human being. And thats beyound  the pole ,on the other side of the

south pole from mddle america...."  >>>  www.youtube.com/watch   Go see it..I saw the original broadcast as "Longines Chronoscope "

 was one my regular thrills on TV in the 50s  and I am 76  and the "Hams" were talking about that for years  on 75 meter bands ...I grew

up with a few Amateur Radio operators..... and the Russian Woodpecker and hundreds of broadcasts from all over earth.

And you can bet that NASA was a great plan to move tons of equipment and supplies "over the south wall to the "Other side of the South

Pole"...... And it's so easy to realize  we are NOT living on some stupid spinning ball(Theory) spinning at 1000 miles per hour in some

imaginary outer space and than to confuse ya more they came up with Da Big Bang THEORY....lol...More bullsh!t...created by some

priest >>  theculturetrip.com/europe/belgium/articles/georges-lemaitre-the-belgia..  << a picture of him n idiot Einstein (a Jew Puppet)

 Admiral Byrd Full Interview - Operation Highjump (LONGINES CHRONOSCOPE WITH RICHARD E BYRD)
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The Tiananmin Square incident that Al Weiwei talks about favorably was part of what's called a "color revolution," which was carried out

clandestinely by collaborators with Washington NGOs which are trying to de-stabilize China's government. NGOs are privately funded

and operated groups which engage in "regime change" operations that the CIA did in the past until Congress ordered it to stop. Because

Al Weiwei failed to explain that, it's pretty evident that he's part of the conspiracy to undermine China's government. The video was

produced and broadcast by PBS, which is largely funded by wealthy private interests that have their own private agendas, which viewers

are not told about.
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Another great article reposted at www.notmyarm.com
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There were actually warnings 2 FAT years ago and after this warning, he went into hiding:

www.cnn.com/2019/12/04/asia/north-korea-christmas-gift-kim-jong-un-int..   Back even farther: 2018

www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/breaking-china-warns-bear-consequence..   Did our intelligence agency care, no it _t their 1970

‘conspiracy theory’ or was it a CT? Looks like it has materialized and running right on course 90% reduction in world population! Elected

o\cials that represent the people, work for the people or is it drain the people. While we are at it, where did they squirrel all the gold

from Ft Knox? www.newsweek.com/china-warns-trump-there-will-be-consequences-sanction..
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Love to Sing just wrote "you've got what you wanted now just let us be"... but what they want is everyone vaccinated as there is a

computer synthetic code in the vaccine which turns your body into AI (arti_cial intelligence-- robot).  This info from Dr David Martin in

Covid Revealed series, wish I could supply a link, but it is restricted.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please check my post giving you the link you require, OO

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/9/2021 1:22:00 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

00, its not restricted. Just a few hours left for free viewing of dr. Malone and David Martin. vrevealed.com/.../viewing
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artist.jill
Joined On 5/9/2011 11:16:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Indirectly related but of possible interest: A recent interview, Last American Vagabond interviews Catherine Austin Fitts.  For new

readers on Mercola, Fitts offers analysis of the current situation vis-à-vis _nancial and monetary system background.   Overview

perspective but she makes reference in this interview to the competition between US and China to be the leader in AI; AI has relevance

to this issue as far as the moves toward transhumanism and it’s role in the technocratic agenda.  Giving links to vid on her site, Solari,

as well as Last American Vagabond; both excellent resources: "Catherine Austin Fitts Interview – Global Financial Coup D’état &

Technocratic   Slavery That Follows” —— —  On Solari:  tube.solari.com/videos/catherine-austin-_tts-interview-global-_nanci..   On

Vagabond: www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/catherine-austin-_tts-interview-globa..
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Joined On 2/22/2010 5:09:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The same people that control China control the US.
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

l wish more people were aware of this.  All this posturing is getting tiresome.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/9/2021 12:11:32 PM
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Vatican

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/9/2021 10:23:01 PM
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need a Mission Impossible team to take care of things
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The list of targets....I mean Globalists that have to be taken...out isn't that large. Their ego's are large but the number in positions

of command isn't. We've taken on larger problems and solved them and we can solve this one too. Using Hell_re and damnation

if you get my drift. Last time I looked THIS IS AMERICA complete with a Bill of Rights and a Constitution. AND WE NEED TO GET

BACK TO WHAT MADE AMERICA GREAT and that's NOTHING TO DO WITH MARXISM or Communism WHATSOEVER except it's

defeat and demise!!!
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SCFreedomFighter
Joined On 8/8/2021 5:28:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is such a disconnect between what "we" know and what seems to be the apathetic state of "common knowledge". If you do not

have access to a computer and do not know how to use it to _nd and report "truth" or at the least the "other side of the story", you get

your truth from neighbors. Speaking out is easy to say but harder to do. What commenters I used to have on FB have wandered off in

favor of looking at pictures of dancing cats and arguing with strangers. Politicians have one goal after their election; to be reelected.

This required 'round the clock fundraising. Since my ability to contribute is a round error, I doubt much of what I send to them is actually

processed. I think the American public "crossed the Rubicon" with the 2020 election. I just hope we can _nd a way back.
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jdarnall64
Joined On 12/24/2009 9:45:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We the people are still We The People. Sadly many have lost that feeling and don't speak up. Call your government leaders. Make

them.listen. Be real and be true.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Governments are ma_a and exist for naked self interest.  See Our enemy the State by Alfred J. Nock- government exists for

economic exploitation.  To-day (((bankers))) control governments to steal from White genius.  They print fake "money" which the

public accepts as being real. . .thanks to government thought control centers [public schools]. . .these are concentration camps,

long endorsed by conservatives. . .The Pledge of Allegiance was written by a Communist/Socialist [Francis Bellamy, 1892]
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chieromancer
Joined On 3/27/2008 6:27:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Richard Nixon opened relations with China in the 70s, conveniently forgetting he was Joe McCarthy's Number One Commie Hunter

before Roy Cohn. Proving that the potential to make money trumps ideology every time.
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harvelicious
Joined On 12/10/2010 9:20:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, but, the worst disaster was when concessions were made to bring China into the WTO & give them a seat on the board. This

led to changes to GATT & the absolute sell out to China under free trade agreements, et al.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gates and Fauci have been on record saying the CCP is the perfect model
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Psalm 37:10 "Just a little while longer, and the wicked will be no more.  You will look at where they were, and they will not be

there"
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Communist China and Soviet Union created by God's Chosen. "Some call it Communism, I call it Judaism" Rabbi Stephen Samuel

Weiss, New York City, 1935
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Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trudeau also praises China  www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/justin-trudeau-once-praised-chinas-dictat..  ~ 

www.ctvnews.ca/politics/trudeau-under-_re-for-expressing-admiration-f..
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I grieve the loss of America. Corruption & moral bankruptcy has become status quo throughout government and their alphabet groups

(cia, fbi, doj, homeland security, etc) We need to see a glimpse through the intelligence debris that our aag still stands. O say, does that

star spangled banner yet wave O're the land of the free and the home of the brave?
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hold strong. We haven't lost and we will win. Stay positive.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have heard all this China cover-up and US bioweapon research from many writers and in reverse-speak via media.  Tucker has

interviewed doctors and even RFK Jr.  but all the hosers at FOX claim to be Vaxxxed? Correctness _nds anti-vaxxers in the same bin as

pedophiles and racists, a line these network lizards refuse to cross. They never explore the failed history of vaccines (many come along

and claim victory after the threat has faded) or corrupt greedy pharma so loved by advertisers, universities, Wall Street and paid-off

o\cials.
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SCFreedomFighter
Joined On 8/8/2021 5:28:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pharma claimed victory for vaccines in the late 1950's, when anybody with a brain know it correlated with indoor plumbing.

Outhouses were typically built over a branch.
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ICONOCLAST
Joined On 9/26/2009 5:27:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Documentation of the failure of vaccines. www.scribd.com/.../The-Poisoned-Needle-pdf  ~ dissolvingillusions.com
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whenever someone accuses us of being a "conspiracy theorist", we know we're onto something! Anyone who isn't totally blind, would

understand that we are already in a police state - and Martial Law is beginning to rear its ugly head!
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brodiebrock12
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly! Project and deny. Commie and Marxist 101
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, all of the conspiracy theories have been disproven and we are left with conspiracy facts. As an aside I wonder who is

going to take care of the vaccine injured and what about the deaths.  They have left family with no support in a lot of cases.  Tell

people, do not get the jab.  Check out what happens to thousands of jabbed.  Warning language.  Begins 10:00 to 12:24.

 www.bitchute.com/.../bUJZxXIPmmJZ
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Randyfast
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Thanks, Brodie.

Otis; the injuries and deaths are only beginning. Mark my words...within the next couple of years (if we make it that far), it will be

in the MILLIONS - at least! If ADE/Pathogenic Priming kicks in, as I expect it will, we could be looking at hundreds of millions!
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I had not heard, until watching this video of the Crow House, about the woman in Australia that set herself on _re in the street to

protest.  She did not survive. And Max mentioned the German father that killed his wife and kids and himself because of the jab.

 You are right, there will be millions over the next few years.  The elite are hoping the number is closer to 7 billion or more. Watch

the rest of the video, Max after 15 years, is changing his tune about how to deal with what is happening in Australia as well as the

western world.
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I watched it, Otis.
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To understand the challenge, reference "The Cognitive Bias Codex."

 upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/65/Cognitive_bias_codex_en.sv..
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I certainly understand that the U.S. is greatly indebted to China from a monetary standpoint.  I also know that Klaus Schwab and

cohorts are attempting to implement the "great reset," a model in which individuals surviving the current circumstances become wholly

subservient to evil operatives.  Nonetheless, I do not get the connection between the WEF and China.  Both entities seem too

power-driven to join forces; my instincts suggest they want all the power to be contained within their own respective platform.  Is there

a connection between China and WEF?
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WEF needs cheap crap to feed amd entertain the Global Plebes under their feudal takeover.   China will be their supplier of choice

for all mfg goods.
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dso9183, I think they are in league together (for now). Just like the lunacy of funding a bio weapons lab under full control of the

CCP, the WEF believes a common goal is shared…. Absolute stupidity or evil I’m not sure which.
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China has its tentacles spread throughout the world - connected to the UN, WHO, WEF, governments, universities, etc.

www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/FP_20200914_china_united_..
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May Result in Better
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www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/FP_20200914_china_united_..

 ~ abcnews.go.com/US/wireStory/china-a\rms-peacekeeping-role-multinatio..  ~

www.dw.com/en/what-inauence-does-china-have-over-the-who/a-53161220

 ~ intelreform.org/chinese-human-assets-inside-american-power-class/  ~

www.chinese-outpost.com/chinapedia/government-and-politics/membership-..  ~

intelreform.org/biden-upset-over-growing-relationship-between-uae-and-..  ~ www.weforum.org/.../gfc-on-china  ~

www.scmp.com/tech/tech-leaders-and-founders/article/3086335/chinese-ma..  ~

california18.com/china-threatens-retaliation-against-those-who-join-th..  ~

news.yahoo.com/why-china-pissed-us-australia-025418118.htm  (this may be the "rationale" behind the extreme concerted

effort to bring Australia to its knees)  They will work together in the beginning to achieve total control and then they will _ght

amongst themselves to determine who will be top dog.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These are front groups controlled by the same string puller, the same man/men behind the curtain; This guy, these guys

duckduckgo.com/?q=happy+merchant&t=brave&iax=images&ia=ima..
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ICONOCLAST
Joined On 9/26/2009 5:27:11 AM
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www.jw.org/en/bible-teachings/questions/scarlet-beast-of-revelation-17..
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wwalkerware
Joined On 11/13/2009 2:05:29 PM
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China won the 2020 election by a huge margin.  Huge!  A landslide. They have a mandate from the people!  Need we be continually

reminded, the people have spoken, democracy RULES!!   And the take-away!   We must protect and defend "our DEMOCRACY".   As often

stated in dr. Mercola's articles,  words have meaning,  words matter.  Perhaps,  even this late in the Great Reset program,  demanded by

the democratic majority, it would behove those of us who give a damn, to teach word fools, idiots and morons-the meaning of and

tenants of a constitutional republic.   In fact, it should probably be taught in the government schools....but alas,  Beijing's more than

likely not going to allow that right now, what with the pandemic and all..
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stanleybecker
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Add as Friend  Send Message

the ambivalence of meaning has been ampli_ed by the technological capacity - the aood is the currency that the attempt to

reduce to a trickle can never forestall - greater consciousness is the sole antidote
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM
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We the people need to establish a new political party and take back our country. A party platform based on the Constitution and

Bill of Rights. But who will step up? Who has the courage, knowledge, and ability to lead us, to take on the current corrupt group

running the show? Australia has such an individual who has accepted this challenge for his country. His name is Ricardo Bosi. He

has established a new party called AustraliaOne. (https://australiaoneparty.com/ )  If he can do it there - it can be done here - we

just need to work together. I suggest making this a topic of conversation with those around you. If it takes hold it could be an

enormous success.
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Government schools assume that the child is State Property, to be used for "State" purposes- same as Communism or any other

Statism. Government "schools," with their coercive _nancing and attendance laws, totally contradict notions such as individual

rights.  America has been evading this issue since the government "schools" were established in the 1830s. For accepting this

slavery, for refusing to point it out, for being too cowardly, America deserves to die. Government schools involve permanent

lockdown.
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MaxDuncan, check out Max Agan's thoughts on Ricardo Bois.  Not so supportive. Warning language.  Starts at 19:23.  

www.bitchute.com/.../bUJZxXIPmmJZ
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TwinDad88
Joined On 12/14/2011 5:30:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The supreme art of war is to subdue the enemy without _ghting" Sun Tzu. This is what we are up against. It is even hard to know who

the enemy really is. In history we seemed to know the true leader of the opposition, ex Hitler. Now, while we have some guesses, many

are likely either puppets or just useful fools. Let's face it, we all have become too comfortable. We _nd it di\cult to speak up for our

freedoms, when others in the past have given their ALL (lives) which won the freedom and cushy lives we have known. The least we can

do is speak up and put some doubt in peoples heads who just follow the narrative.
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what is this "comfort" you refer to? - watching TV and slurping beer and eating crisps? - this is anesthetization not comfort
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So true.  But we will fall because we are weak in principal and faith.  We continue to line up at Chick _ La as Chrstians even as

they become Anti Christian.  Why?  We like their salty jumk food.  And we expect pushback against tyranmy when we the people

are we the weak?   I have so called _ghters who do this and still shop Amazon.
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We got killed for drinking the kool-aid- assuming that government is for us, not for sleaze bags assuming that elections are not

rigged assuming that evil is rare and almost missing from Godly USA ASSUMING THAT REGULATORY AGENCIES HAVE NO

ULTERIOR MOTIVES assuming that things really are as advertised ASSUMING THAT PEOPLE ARE BASICALLY GOOD ahem,

Christianity hardly teaches that people are basically good- one should be as wise as serpents, and looking for the evil one. One

could get the impression that Americans never did believe in original sin  assuming that America is protected- "God shed his

grace on thee"   we can therefore prevail without exerting effort Americans have adopted magical thinking, which is the essence

of liberalism
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But where does it come from so that that is happening from China? James Corbett of the corbettreport (search there for transcripts)

shows how the Chinese communist system dating from Mao Tse Tung originates from Skull and Bones (Yale in China.) Sun Yat Sen

was being too good to the people and Mao was put in to be controlling. Includes stuff about George H W Bush, ambassador. Shows old

newspaper clippings. "China and the New World Order." https://youtu.be/liJ3aruY9Q4
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People should read or re-read (or watch the _lm) 1984. Newspeak...which we already have (censorship), eventually 3

superpowers at perpetual war (so people are told but no one knows for sure as all news is delivered by the government). As

government provides 'security' for the populace, people do as they are told as people want nothing more than to feel safe. Also,

Brave New World. Just take the pill and all of your worries and fears will melt away. And no monogamous

relationships...everyone belongs to everyone.
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Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM
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Yes it is and always has been the Freemasons who are running the world.  Check out this video showing the Masonic Symbolism

at the Wuhan Military Games in 2019.  https://youtu.be/QGd8ZBXLoho
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the fake money ma_a is pulling ALL the strings- and it is Jewish "Permit me to issue a nation's currency and I care not who

makes its laws". . .Mayer Amschel Rothschild World Bank, International Monetary Fund, Bank for International Settlements. .

.NWO
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Meanwhile, "back at the ranch", Charlie Baker (G-Massachusetts) professes to be against vaccine mandates but has been working with

over 10 other states to implement a Vaccine Passport System that should be implemented in the near future.  heavy sigh ......
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Joined On 6/20/2006 7:37:53 AM
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Just goes to show the oligarchy can evision the development of totalitarian control without the mandates as the program has

had such success in creating mass psychosis in much of the public with their complete loss of brain thinking function. FYI, in a

discussion with a friend who has studied the human ability to think/learn, she focused on how the brain literally shuts down when

in a fearful state and literally cannot think.  It is her approach to understanding why so many seemingly intelligent people with

oodles of education have gotten totally subsumed into this diabolical anti-human, anti-nature program.

Personally, I have to add that they were already primed to accept such control as they are the people who have made out well

under Capitalism.  They did what they were told all their lives, got good paying jobs, higher education degrees and social

acceptance.  They basically trust the government and its agencies and cannot believe (cognitive dissonance) the government

can be so nefarious.  It is feeling out of contorl that frightens them the most and has prepared them to accept all the fear

mongering lies being perpetrated by Fauci and company and echoed in the mainstream media.
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I guess I should pay closer attention to what's happening in "my" state. I hate how repressive Massachusetts has been. So much

for being a "Republican" governor.
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Joined On 4/1/2016 8:46:48 AM
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They are content to win this over time. They'll make little hammar strikes till that nail goes in. Ugh.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates now predicts pandemic end date “It might be foolish to make another prediction, but I think the acute phase of the pandemic

will come to a close sometime in 2022,” the billionaire suggested in a post to his GatesNotes blog.   "In a couple years, my hope is that

the only time you will really have to think about the virus is when you get your joint Covid and au vaccine every fall." Gates pointing out

that pharmaceutical giant Merck recently received FDA approval for its molnupiravir antiviral for high-risk people. The pill “signi_cantly

reduces your chances of being hospitalized or dying from Covid-19 (although not as much as we’d initially hoped),” he said. His many

vaccine-related NGOs have struggled to convince wealthy countries to pony up the funds to vaccinate African nations, many of which

have been handling the pandemic better than expected, thanks to longstanding familiarity with cheap and widely-available anti-parasitic

and anti-malaria drugs.   Gates don't need to worry that much, having beefed up his net worth to $137 billion during the pandemic.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Does gates presume that everyone will be vaxed by then?
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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We were told the shelter in place would only be a few weeks. Then a few months. then two years. Now more and more variants

as "excuse" to keep us all locked down, economy crashing, people separated and divided, businesses failing. Don't trust one

single word that Gates and the o\cials have to say. They have ONE interest, ongoing huge money.  See the newest rave? It's now

about AIDS and HIV playing a role in the Omicron variant where one single day later, the FDA o\cials are quoted saying that this

variant is mild. Yet the media wants to spin this up as an AIDS related scare!

What evil beasts. duckduckgo.com   This whole thing is planned to keep right on going, make no mistake about it.  Further, if they

got away with it with the Coronavirus they will do it again with the next, and next, and next virus....It's all about huge vaccine and

medication pro_teering, and it's all about power and control for the sake of those same pro_ts. DUH mainstream populace! WAKE

UP! It's time to stop falling for this ruse and to act sensibly. Isn't it the oldest invocation in the world? "Money talks" and "Follow

the Money".
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And, according to Gates and Buffet, the next pandemic will involve smallpox. As an aside, Africa seems to be doing rather well

without mrna injections because they treat their covid infected with protocols that include  Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin.

Unlike western governments and public health authorities, Africans have not withdrawn or outright banned effective treatments.
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Of course, Gates bought into Biontech and Fauci gets half of the Moderna vacc pro_ts. This was all about money from start to

_nish.
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There will come a time when he will be accounting for each one of those 137 billion dollars. That's a LOT of blood money to give

account for, and I don't envy him that particular future. A REALLY stupid man actually. Has Gates never in his life opened and read

the bible? He doesn't know about the coming judgment of every human soul? He thinks the lake of _re is some type of

amusement park entertainment feature? Well, he WILL _nd out, and probably sooner than one might think!!!
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Almond and Pete, the pandemic has been over for a long time. As of Jan 1st, 2022 the RT-PCR test will be GONE and all these BS

covid-19  "cases"  will go with it. Suddenly, like aipping a light switch, covid-19 will magically disappear. It's been gone for a long

time. All we have right now is fear porn. Bill Gates, Fauci, and Walenski are in lockstep with very well rehearsed roles they are

playing until 2022. That's mid-term election YEAR! This gives the Libs time improve their image and get all their bills passed they

want before Nov 2022. Then they will be able to brag about what a great job they did. Biden is currently trying to bring back the

"Stay in Mexico" program Trump put in place. The courts are preparing to reinstate the contracts Trump had to build the "Border

Wall". The list goes on and on and it has nothing to do with the Dems trying to "right the wrongs" they have done for the past 11

months. It has everything to do with minimizing the damage and improving their image before Nov 2022.
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Why should Gates feel foolish? Most of his other "predictions" have come true. It wasn't a prediction but carrying out a plan
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Randyfast
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"The pill “signi_cantly reduces your chances of being hospitalized or dying from Covid-19" The cov-idiocy is astounding! Why

would I need a pill or a shot to "protect" me from some magical virus that hasn't touched me, withing a 2 year period; something

that I still see absolutely no evidence of? I don't need to be "protected" (which is a lie, of course!) from something that is a

non-issue for me. Healthy people are already protected! The shots/pills only serve the agendas of Eugenics and the Transfer of

Wealth!
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Remember we are talking about a man (hmm not sure if that’s what we should call him) that was friends with Epstein, apparently

had extra marital affairs and made a commercial with marina abramovic https://youtu.be/Chwy9-sdGEk  ~

https://youtu.be/3EsJLNGVJ7E   ~ twitter.com/.../1249497970900226051
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Christmas celebrated in the Middle East:     82.221.129.208/.../.tu1.html
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Dazsek was involved up to his ears in criminal activity involving a “rich source of revenue and commercial exploitation…. a key driver is

the media and the economics will follow the hype.” Miscarriages, heart attacks, myocarditis, pericarditis, disability and death are

intended effects, not side effects.  The purpose of the injection is to turn the human body into a pathogen creating machine. If there are

casualties along the way, so much the better, as this speeds the eugenist depopulation agenda. The endgame will be reformulating

human DNA to dispense with humanity in its present form.   Sounds like all out war between China and the human race.

In an interview with Patrick Gentempo, Dr  David Martin followed the  trail of malpractice in patenting the technology involved and

illegally trying to patent a natural substance such as DNA.  “There was no pandemic, no novel coronavirus and no variants.  A

“contagion” such as SARS was invented to “create acquiescence to the intervention”  i.e. the injection. The “intervention” or bioweapon

came _rst - long before the so called “contagion” - as patent o\ce records have revealed. The machine age was never the problem. The

aim is to turn the human body into a machine like automaton and creator of pathogens, presumably messing around with DNA in the

process so that the immune system does not reject them.

The development of the spike protein bioweapon masquerading as a vaccine began a month BEFORE  the so called outbreak in 2019.

Ultimately we will have to make a choice between remaining our (admittedly) imperfect  human selves capable of love and emotion or

automatons ful_lling the  orders of government which, as in modern day China, will no longer be the servant of the people but their

master. A whole new ball game re “man’s inhumanity to man.”  Free viewing on this site for a limited time. vrevealed.com/.../viewing
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Yes, agree,  A good 9-part series with more than a few standout comments from Dr. David Martin, Dr. Robert Mallone, Dr. Bryan

Ardis, Dr. Jack Kruse, Dr. Brian Hooker and more... Suspect this may be replay weekend, although not yet announced...stay tuned.

Amazing to realize "they" - the NIAID - Pharma partnerships had started working on the concept in the late 1990s but only gained

substantial support when the DOD and DARPA got interested in vaccines as bioweapons...and that Dr. Fauci had dreamed of a

universal au vaccine for 10 years, and when that concept never took hold with adult population, turned his attention towards

coronavirus, something he had already researched as a delivery system for his HIV vaccine program. More key pieces are

discussed, puzzle _ts together so much better.
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Putting one's faith in a compromised & corrupt "just us" system controlled by the BAR, is a fool's game. Why? US AG Garland, NY AG

Letitia James, & the many judges conduct & rulings alone (including some on the Supreme Court), the massive amount of frivolous &

vexatious prosecutions & the lack of evidence based justi_able prosecutions should be ample enough examples. Furthermore, when

one understands that the government, including all departments such as "justice", all corporations, all of the citizens are all operating

under the jurisdiction of Admiralty/Maritime/corporate/contract law, not common law/law of the land. Anna von Reitz, David Straight,

Karl Lentz, Alphonse Faggiolo, Christopher James, et al, can teach you about the 3 jurisdictions -

Land-Air-Water (LAW). Furthermore, if there was integrity, we would not be seeing the blatant & overt insane lawlessness that has taken

place & continues to get worse by the day. Sure, we may see a few court cases won, but, over all, that's used as a carrot & is a mere

pittance compared to what is being lost. It's like the score being 1,000 to 1 in their favor, but, we have hopium we'll win the next one! I'm

all for having faith & realistic expectations in general, but, it is a foolish bit of wishful thinking when the game is compromised &

corrupted. It is imperative to understand & know the rules this game of life is being played under.

With regard to this article, there is no "novel virus", never was. They have been manipulating nature for  quite some time & lab created

bio-weapons (shots) to use against us. In nature, the golden rule is that genetics don't cross species, unless forced & manipulated by

man. If you understand how GMO food & crops are developed, for which, is by using force & manipulation because the genes used

would not cross naturally. I speak from experience. Even under exploitation via a lab, the success rate is very, very small. Man playing

God, is the surest way to achieve mass harm & destruction.
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For anyone still believing there is a "novel virus" & subsequent "variants", it would be bene_cial to listen to Dr. Sam Bailey's review

in Part 1 & Part 2: odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/covid19-fraud-and-war-on-humanity-part-one:e

 ~ odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/Covid-19-Fraud-and-War-on-Humanity-Part-2:7
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Harvelicious, tell us what you think is the solution to the problem? There have to be solutions. Discouragement has people lying

down passively, but encouragement fosters productivity. What do you think will help remedy the problem? Please post, we are

listening!  Best wishes. PS I have seen it several times that invoking the law with public o\cials has had them standing  down. I

said, several times, not once.
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Mirandola, et al - certainly invoking the "law" may be effective in some cases & bring relief, temporarily, however, the globalist

elite & their minions are fully "committed" to destroying Western Civilization, Christianity & any semblance of individual

sovereignty, prosperity, freedom, or, liberty. This is historical fact. The crumbs we have, or, get, & the toys, like technology, are all

part of the programming to keep us subdued. In rejecting the tyrants, the evil-doers at the lower levels, for whom, aren't the

creators of the satanic agenda, the "useful idiots", will "back down" when they feel enough "heat", however, this does not snuff out

the _re.

They only become more clever, deceptive & determined. That is the psychopathic condition that can be referred to as 'malignant

messianic megalomania', for which, the top level globalists/transhumanists, the orchestrators, the head of the snake, or, the

spider, are of the mindset that if they are going down, they will take & destroy as much as they can in the process. They are the

"irredeemable", extremely deleterious & dangerous when they have their hands on the levers of power.

The 'short-term' solution is simply to reject their agenda & tyranny, individually, & to have the masses stand up & unequivocally

reject all of their tyranny. People have to be willing to lose everything ('short-term pain' for 'long-term gain'), for this to be

successful. Obviously, the genuine leaders will have more to lose 'short-term' while the brush _res of Freedom & Liberty spread.

Every _re needs a catalyst.

Never under estimate tyrants - they are very adept at sensing weakness, deception & at calculating how much they can push,

how fast they can push, & how far they can push in an incremental strategic "creep" forward of their agenda. They can move like

a glacier, or, like a gas _re, & everything in between. Awareness, critical thinking skills, vigilance,, having a presence, & one's

"Will", are imperative to succeeding. cont....
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Ensure one is spiritually honest, humble & grounded. It is critical to lose the "me, myself & I" attitude, be enthusiastic, vigilant, &

smell the roses. Ensure one is principled to not "sell one's souls to the devil". Doing anything with 'personal gain' being the MO, or,

priority, is always counter-productive & deleterious. Be principled & virtuous. Give up being controlling. When one is spiritually

aligned, good things can become manifest. Everyone needs to be active on a continuous basis at the local level to ensure good

people are elected to any position of power & is well supported. Your local sheriff is the only lawman that swears an oath to the

US Constitution, is not under UN control, & is your most powerful lawful advocate.

Learn about the 3 jurisdictions of law - Land-Air-Water. Understand how, unbeknown to us, that our rightful jurisdiction was

stolen from us at birth with the signing of your birth certi_cate by your parent/s at birth. Learn just how the BAR is actually setup

& how they operate in a very corrupt & unlawful (legal) manner, for which, they have kept the People in the dark. The "rules of civil

procedure" are in place to prevent a man, or, woman, from accessing a public court & moving claims under the rightful

jurisdiction of the land (common law). Learning this will make it very clear what justice is & why it is rarely served. If you ever

have felt justice was never served, after learning this, you will now know why!

Correct your status, jurisdiction & reclaim your rightful property. If you actually think you own anything, or, that your children are

your property, you will be shocked to _nd out that the state owns you & everything you have, even if you name (in all capital

letters) is on it. Understand what the Cestui Que Vie Act & Trust are. https://annavonreitz.com/

 ~ states.americanstatenationals.org  awarriorcalls.com (watch the foundational knowledge videos _rst) >

awarriorcalls.com/david-straight-video-series
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Just a further note regarding the BAR. Know the difference between legal & lawful. When you are challenging the government, or,

the system, you will be in their court, run by them, controlled by them, & judged by them. What are the odds that they will rule

against themselves? Under the current jurisdiction that all courts operate under, being Admiralty/Maritime/contract law & Roman

law, when you hire a lawyer to represent you, legally, they "re-present" you as a _ction, for which, was done at the time of your

birth, & you are considered as someone who is an idiot, an imbecile (according to the "rules of civil procedure").

it is their job to "lie" (lie-yer) to the court (their court), that is presided over by a "judge" (not a justice of the peace), or, by a jury

(not a jury of your peers) that "they select" to best provide the outcome they have predetermined. You are made to think that you

will get justice in a (rigged) system that is all controlled by them. This is also why they use "case law" (the BAR has usurped the

meaning of common law to refer to case law as common law). "Case law" has nothing to do with you & your claim/s. It is all B.S.

The judges, lawyers, prosecutors, court clerks all are paid based on the number of appearances & on the "verdict" when they rule

against you.

This is the very reason that none of the big court cases are getting anywhere. It's a rigged system & we are oblivious to how &

why they operate as they do. There may be an odd case that is successful, but, in time, will be challenged again until a court

makes a different "legal" ruling, (not lawful). You will also learn about the words & terms they use & what they mean to them in

their court. This is paramount to know. Learn the power & proper use of the words "WHO", "PROPERTY" & "TREPASS". What I have

written here is a very brief overview. I highly recommend viewing the links above, especially the videos at A Warrior Calls (the 2

links above) to get an in depth understanding.
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Here are more excellent videos: states.americanstatenationals.org/videos
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Harvelicious, does this sound like a familiar phrase? "Abandon hope, all ye who enter here" was in Dante's Inferno. That is the

message I "Hear" in what you wrote. Sorry to be so blunt.  I don't believe it. Tyrants take advantage of people without boundaries.

Stay _rm to the boundaries and be very clear, and they are far more likely to back down.  Guess what, it took *panels* of

attorneys to win. That seems to be the secret ingredient to success. Look at the multiples of attorneys general who sued

together, and won. Look at the Monsanto/DeWayne Lee Johnson case. It was not just Brent Wisner acting alone as attorney, RFK

was on the panel of attorneys on that case. This goes back to what i have been saying all along. And it comes from the mouth of

a political strategist, not from me. She said, class action lawsuits break the media blackout (that was before the censorship

machine took over) and please note that evidently in court, they have a lot of  power and clout.

Was the _fth circuit court ruling so  limited in scope? See what I linked on my thread today, it's right at the top, and please read

the court document that is embedded in it. Yes we can! We can win.  Think of the downfall of Iron Curtain Rumania, when people

did nothing more than chant in unison and the Prez and his wife were airborn by helicopter because the crowds, perfectly

nonviolent, were nonetheless so powerful. They piped up when they realized that either it was die for speaking up, or die for not

speaking up...either way. So they spoke up. Look at what happened. Abandon all hope, all ye who enter here? Methinks not. If we

lived by that, the Monsanto caseS would not be happening and neither would this current court ruling. Adieu and have a good

day. Well wishes.
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mirandola - unfortunately, it appears that you have misinterpreted what I wrote. I'm saying to temper your 'hope' with the current

fraudulent "legal" system. I am attempting to shine the light on the truth that will facilitate a permanent resolution & path forward

providing for the maximum amount of  'hope' for proper lawful resolutions. Please take the time to review the videos & websites I

referenced in order to learn the answers. I have studied this for some time. Prior to learning this truth, I, too, was disillusioned &

often disappointed, or, harmed, by the current "legal" system & was frustrated that justice seemed elusive. I believed & hoped

many times that justice would win only to witness its denial knowing in my heart justice was never served.

However, with that being said, you are free, at least for now, to believe & hope as you wish. Each to their own. I agree that having

'hope', 'faith' & optimism are important, but, I refuse to lead anyone down a path that is fraught with corruption, treachery,

deception, "legal authority" & much injustice that disregards God-given human rights, freedom & liberty, & further considers every

man, or, woman, a corporate _ction, a.k.a. a dead entity, lost at sea. Placing 'hope' & 'faith' in absolutes & in lawful jurisdiction

that honors, protects & adjudicates human rights in the realm of common law/natural law has real merit & power. God's law is the

superior law & until that is re-established, there can only be, at best, temporal rest, safety, respect, freedom, liberty, justice, &

peace, for all.

I wish you well with your endeavors. There's no doubt that you are well intentioned, committed to justice & doing what you think

is right, for which, is admirable, respected & appreciated. It is my intention to warn people that the road to hell is paved with good

intentions, &, therefore, to apply one's best intentions & efforts to where they will be best utilized & most bene_cial, for all.

Truth/wisdom is power. God speed.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Harvelicious, completely understood and thank you! I think though, if people invoke the laws iwth the unjust system instead of

just letting things slide, then the system is more likely (I did not say, guaranteed) to abide by the law and to work in a more just

way. I stress that boundaries are key. I certainly do understand the frustration and concern, absolutely. And I too, would not want

to lead people down corrupted paths. God bless you and be well. Have a great day. :-)
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iridiumrushgmail.com
Joined On 11/13/2021 10:39:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola, You have written so many great articles but this gets right to the very heart and soul of what's going on now. I want to thank

you again for all the work you put into your website. It is truly a beacon of light in a storm. We must speak out and actively _ght this

zombie like march towards totalitarianism. We could lose what little rights we have left if good people go silent. Also....could you

please give your opinion on the Novovask vaccine?
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JERSEYTONY
Joined On 11/14/2021 1:59:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jimmy Dore is an American Hero! www.youtube.com/watch
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cdn.aowcode.com/prodassets/Mama_Bears_National.pdf?ts=163905842815731..   MAMA BEARS - IT’S OKAY TO WAIT STAND UP

CANADA Please pass this on and make a difference  

💕

 Message to Joel Harden, MPP, Ontario:  This is why you need to do you job and

protect our children.  This is your duty and what you get paid for.  You are not doing this and you are not representing your constituents

or the general public as you are supposed to in your position as a member of parliament at Queen’s Park, Toronto.

You should not be promoting “vaccination” (gene modi_cation) in children for something that they are not prone to be affected by.  Why

do you not understand that this is an experiment?  If you researched properly you would know that this a fact: THIS IS AN EXPERIMENT.

 It is in violation of the Constitution of Canada.  Reference:  Rocco Galati, LL.B., Constitutional counsel.Message to Christine Elliott,

MPP and Minister of Health Ontario:  What is happening in this province now affecting the lives of children is unconscionable and it

must stop.

To anyone who suspects that they may have symptoms from Covid 19 “vaccines:”  Pine Needle Tea contains the antidote, Suramin.  Dr.

Judy Mikovits, who was incarcerated courtesy of Anthony Fauci, was the _rst doctor to supply the information about the antidote.

 Please research Pine Needle Tea and be careful that you don’t use pine needles that could be toxic - there’s lots of information

available about the best species of pine for tea.

In addition, if you want to make your own, do not source it from a tree that might have been sprayed with insecticide (for instance, a tree

beside a well travelled road).  Pine Needle Tea has very high Vitamin C content among many other bene_cial aspects.  

childrenshealthdefense.org   Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., is an advocate for children and his I/T publication, Children’s Health Defense is a

worthwhile subscription.  The reason his voice sounds strained (spasmodic dysphonia)..
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I just received this memo and have redacted the name of the state. All practitioners, EVERYWHERE, should be cautious as this is a witch

hunt for those who do not conform or comply. Bureaucrats second guessing medical practitioners. Notice that individuals are

ENCOURAGED to _le a complaint…(below)

FALSIFYING VACCINE CARDS OR EXEMPTIONS MAY RESULT IN DISIPLINARY ACTION The Department of Health (DOH) believes that

credential holders have a professional obligation to educate and inform their patients about COVID-19 based on science and veri_able

fact. When health care professionals provide medically inaccurate information to their patients it erodes patient trust in the health care

system.

DOH and its boards and commissions review all complaints about health care providers who grant COVID-19 vaccination or mask

exemptions that are not based in established science or veri_able fact. Practitioners who falsify a COVID-19 vaccination card or grant a

vaccine or mask exemption without conducting an appropriate exam, and without _nding a legitimate medical reason supporting such

an exemption within the standard of care, may subject themselves to disciplinary action up to and including suspension of their license.

Individuals are encouraged to _le a complaint if they believe a health care professional is issuing COVID-19 vaccination cards or

exemptions inappropriately, or if they feel their health care provider is providing medically inaccurate information about COVID-19 to

patients. Please include as much information as possible when _ling a complaint, including the names of affected patients.

Anonymous complaints that do not include information about speci_c patients may not be able to be investigated. For more

information about COVID-19, including our vaccine locator, please visit the DOH COVID-19 website or the o\cial State of *** COVID-19

website. Other resources include the US Food and Drug Administration and the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
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Add as Friend  Send Message

This American Thinker article should be shared with as many as

possible...www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/12/vaers_data_indicates_the_covi.. .  This one should be sent to every physician in

this country...www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/12/a_call_out_to_physicians.html
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CMT367
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Patrick Gentempo's latest series interviewing the anti-vax prophets is at  vrevealed.com/.../viewing  .For the next 15 hours, you can hear

Dr. Robert Malone's and David Martin's warnings. Malone has reversed himself, he now favors the Zelenko protocol, not the vaccine.

Martin has uncovered the covid plot with his chronicle of its fraudulent patent history.  Also available is a bonus interview of Dr. Joel

Hirsch's new book "Pandemic Blunder", an indictment of Fauci. The info presented can be overwhelming and depressing, but for some

of you, myself included, it will clarify "what hill you are willing to die on and for what cause"
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I posted that link a couple of days ago. It didn't seem to get much attention. This series is important, in our _ght against this

Medical/Techno Tyranny. The good news is that there will most likely be a re-run - at least over the course of a weekend.
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Randyfast: In the _nal interviews, dr. Malone mentions the possibility of a super-variant emerging, driven by all the vaccination.

The superVariant may not respond to all the repurposed drug combos encouraged by Drs. Zelenko, McCullough, FLCCC.org, and

others. The alternate-drug early treatment is effective now...I hadn't thought of the other possibility
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And Trump’s govt full of Palantir staff?  Oh wait?
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Almost as bad as Obama putting the top executive o\cer of MONSANTO as FOOD Czar of the FDA! Oh WAIT!
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Maxwell53
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The China lab leak theory is nonsense. This is not being orchestrated by China. Davos granted China supremacy in the New World

Order, as exchange for being instrumental to implement it across the world, for which they had to be the pilot program of the system.

And now those methods, and that pilot program, are being replicated step by step almost everywhere else. The lab-leak theory serves

the Deep State agenda in that it reinforces the idea that the virus is a real problem that needs to be solved, rather than a fear-based

control narrative. This ‘virus’ is not man made in a lab in Wuhan.

Just consider that we are looking at a ‘virus’ that cannot be identi_ed as SARS-CoV-2 (there is no evidence), so that’s the end of that

story. It was man made on a computer by Drosten et al in Berlin in January 2020 for reasons that we all know. The bioweapon thesis, by

relying on the virus thesis, weakens all legal and other cases to stop the measures and vaccinations. Because then it becomes a

question of what is the greater danger, and answers can only be subjective. This may be a reason why it resurfaced. To keep lockdowns

and all the measures in place or returning regularly, to force vaccination, you may still be able to by bringing the fear of a bioweapon. As

Sanjoy Mahajan states:

"Another disinformation method is at work too, seen in the omnipresent coverage of the Wuhan bioweapons lab, gain-of-function

research, Fauci’s funding of it, etc. All that coverage (1) strengthens the belief that viruses are contagious and deadly and can be made

more so, preparing us for worse pandemics and lockdowns, and (2) distracts with talk of alleged bioweapons “over there” from the real

bioweapons going into arms here." A further but related result is to distract from the fraudulence of the whole “pandemic” conjured up

with a research tool PCR, that has been repurposed into an impossible-to-calibrate “test” made without any isolated virus and run at a

Ct so high as to detect RNA.
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM
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Agreed.  Be careful where we spend our attention, PBS can be every bit as bad as all the rest. I doubt the CCP/DARPA/NIH would

release hi-res photos of Shi Zhengli and others at work inside Wuhan's BSL4.  But a CIA disinfo leak would! If it were real, no need

for fraudulent PCR tests, remdesivir, midazolam, ventilator assaults, 24/7 media blitz... If it were real, we'd have to believe some

of the same germ theory concepts we often ridicule. If it were real, evidence would be the actual genetic sequence(s) and a nice

X-Mas card-quality photo from electron microscopy; not in silico, patented-by-the-pro_teers 'take their word for it', and Hollywood

CGI artistry. Also while I'm here, any of you a-holes in here calling for assassinations, if you're serious or joking, or if you're 'doing

your job' trying to entrap people, you need to shut the fk#^ up NOW!  Stop it!
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Lionel11
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The author, who is Jewish, misses the reason why the MSM pushes CCP like rule.  Unlike Amazon, none are controlled _nancially by

China.  They do share the common goal to eradicate Religion and speci_cally Christianity as they are ALL ruled by Atheist Jews.  No Mr

Rindberg, its not always money..... worldyturnings.blog/2021/06/22/a-godless-nightmare-on-elm-street-criti..
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remove the 3 C's Capitalism, Christianity and the Constitution is what is at stake with commiecRAT intention
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brodie - you forgot a couple - Caucasians, CHOICE & CONSENT!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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IDK......."brought to you by P_zer""????  (red aag).... and this opens up the box of quotes by Bobby Fischer  >>  

www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-_scher-speaks-jews   and who is in control of the CCP ?  well......... lets see what Bobby Fischer said

""“First of all, we have to understand what communism is. I mean, to me, real communism, the Soviet communism, is basically a mask

for Bolshevism, which is a mask for Judaism.” (Press Conference, September 1 1992).

Hummmmm......now  more of Bobby Fischer quotes  >   ""“Jews are antisocial, destructive, intolerant, mean-spirited, deceitful, et cetera.

They wish to destroy, rule and kill, rob whoever gets in their way. To facilitate them getting what they want, they have developed a

perverted, unnatural, destructive, evil lifestyle. Even though they live off the non-Jews as parasites, they still hate them and wish to

destroy them. Jews hate nature and the natural order, because it’s pure and beautiful, and also because it’s bigger and stronger than

they are, and they feel that they cannot fully control it. Nature’s beauty and harmony stands in stark contrast to their squalidness and

ugliness, and that makes them hate it all the more. ’"  

Now  more>>  "“Jews are intensely sel_sh, intolerant and antisocial. They are full of hate, greed, malice. Naturally, other people, i.e. the

non- Jews, don’t like being bulldozed aside, robbed and murdered by the Jews, and will sooner or later resist. That is where the lies and

deceit of the Jews come into place. ” “No lie is too big for a Jew, no lie is too small… Jews live by lying, and die with coming in contact

with the truth.” and Bobby Fischer was a Jew...
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of course I'll be called anti-Semitic and spat at  and the rest of the bullsh!t...but I really don't care...Im Old...and a troglodyte to

most...yawn.. it's not unusual... So Bobby Fischer was the best chess player ever...being a human that is...but soon your cash will

be worthless  as stores will not be able to process it...so who is in control of that issue? >>

www.deathofcommunism.com/jews-created-communist-china  ~~~Or~~~we could ask Br Nathaniel

 >>> www.realjewnews.com  My , My < My...now  who owns the banks you have your  mortgage. from and your paychecks go to?  

....having a tuff time paying off things...well, well, well..."sorry but you will have to move into a Government Run facility,

oh..SORRY..your entire family will need to re-locate to a FEMA government allocate Housing""  ...always the >> "We are  SORRY!!!!

" bullsh!t.. and when you hear the "We are Sorry!!!" line you know you are  F----ed Sorry...no room on MyMountain...."we are

Sorrrrrry!   hahahahahahha....
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Banks owned by the Rothchild family..>>   uncensored.co.nz/2019/01/11/unbelievable-complete-list-of-rothschild-o..  ~

americandigitalnews.com/index.php/2019/02/23/rothschild-pyramid-how-it..  ~ en.wikipedia.org/.../Rothschild_family   Jewish

identity and positions on Zionism  ..  >> en.wikipedia.org/.../Rothschild_family   #Jewish_identity_and_positions_on_Zionism

Now who controls the world.... Let me tell you a story..... all you lowgrade  goyum......including  most of you

wanna-b-jews...jews4jesus and the like.... Only the Top few  will live to see the New World of Arti_cial Intelligence...' Mankind' will

become nothing but a page in an e-book....a tiny blink of the eye....... From MyMountain......soon to be sealed in

MyMountain...into networks of endless caves....
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Jews and say-tan aligned in hatred for objectivity.  Why did Jewess Rand [Rosenbaum] name her philosophy Objectivism?  As Mr.

Fischer pointed out, they hate truth and everything else, AND WILL LIE ABOUT ANYTHING.
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Hey!!!!!!!are YOU ready for another kick in the guts??????.......coming soon to a bank near you!!!!!! www.realjewnews.com
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Please tell the truth- it's Israel not China "We Jews, we are the destroyers"  from You Gentiles by Maurice Samuel

www.amazon.com/You-Gentiles-Maurice-Samuel/dp/B006568Q6I/ref=sr_1_1?ke..
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It is both, for which, became problematic when the Sabbatean-Frankist run zionists (they actually hate Jews) & international

banking cartel used China for their interests, while China's plans are to use that relationship for their own plans of world

domination. We have a doubled-headed monster.
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You're right. They hide behind (((Russian Hackers))), (((Chinese lab techs))) (((Muslim Terrorists))) and (((European Slave

traders))) and (((White Supremacists))) The USA was the front man for about a century and before that , the British Empire.
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I am confused. This video has sponsorship from P_zer!???
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Its is PBS...
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Clarkkent1
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Total trash propaganda hit piece on China. This virus started at Fort Detrick with lab shutdown and mysterious au like illness in nursing

homes around the area surrounding Fort Detrick. Also vaping illness with all the original respiratory symptoms that strangely only the

US had. I believe that the US planted the virus in China at the Wuhan Military games in late October 2019. There are no known cases in

China prior to November 2019. There are de_nitely instances around the World of antibodies found in Spain, Italy and even the US in

blood samples in early and Summer 2019.

Early reports of the genome by Taiwan and Japan (two countries up the butt of the US) both reported that the US had the earliest

genotype A of the virus and said it probably started in the US. All the patents for this Coronavirus and Vaccines were _led in the US as

early as 1998 as exposed by Dr. David E. Martin. This is just propaganda to focus blame on China because they are losing grip on the

World hegemony that has been the US since after World War II. I'm no fan of the Chinese Gov't or the lack of freedom there, but this is

the US Plot that caused this fake Pandemic. Stop letting Fauci and Bill Gates off the hook for these Crimes Against Humanity. They

probably orchestrated this Hit Piece. I can't stand to see Mercola stoop so low as to spread this crap with no concrete evidence or even

mention that no investigation in the US has ever taken place. Wake up.
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Clark - this is not letting the Snake and Dr Falsie "off the hook" - in the discourse revolving around the outbreak of this au

epidemic which the two aforementioned villains promoted and planned - the CCP with its close ties to the WHO and the agenda

2019 have COLLUDED with the Snake to maintain certain advantages and to parlay their known aversion to any criticism of their

totalitarian methods - this is plain to see - to reject the conversation that includes the gain of function experiments that the CCP

has agreed to collude with these oligarchical demons is foolhardy - in an emergency situation such as the planetary

destabilization that is ongoing every detail becomes valid for examination - and so it should be - Dr Mercola quite rightly has put

the spotlight on China as the role model for certain societal behaviors that need to be exposed and highlighted - this has

rami_cations that lead to SLAVERY - you are wrong in your criticism of the messenger
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I suspect the same but it is impossible to prove. The only evidence is Xi himself insisting Fort Detrick be investigated as the

source of Sars 2 and by extension, Sars 1.
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Clarkkent, your synopsis is correct.  However,  it's dr. Mercola who continues to hammer every one of these sob' s.  Stanley's

response to you,  I second that.  Mercola has done and continues to do, what NO ONE ELSE IS DOING. Hammering!  Hammering

everyone everywhere.  He and his wonderful,  excellent team are relentless and INCLUSIVE.  No crook gets a pass or is ignored

by Mercola. What if we didn't have him?

I  can recite from the beginning of this bs reset program where, who, when and why all from mercola. Best part is when he's

wrong,  he says so...right when he _nds out.  Encourage him.   Support him.   Dog his butt about learning what a democracy is

and is not, but again,  joe Rogan,  stew Peter's, all good, but mercola has the goods and carries the water.  The point about China

is they are taking control of the world, economically,  militarily and politically.

Of course they are already communist so why do they participate in all the covid bs?  They have to play the farce, it's a UN

requirement.  Every one (nation) has to be on board.  If China plays, they are the guaranteed winners.  WHO ICC (international

criminal court) UNESCO, all that international alphabet bs is UN BS!  CHINA WINS.  We already know they won the last USA

election.  Sleepy Joe and his cadre of bs puppeteers,  all communist all paid for by Beijing.   We all know everything we've all

been saying for nigh onto two years now.

The answer remains to the question wtf do we do to get these ***'s neck in a noose.  Listen to the silence of our completely sold

out congressional pimps!  Who's stepping up to the plate to defend the "people's" interests? No one.  Even rand Paul is

withholding evidence so he can continue with his money raising endeavors.   So let's not forget to continue to hammer,  but how

do we get out of this?  Resist?  Let's see how that's working out in Australia, Canada and Austria
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Clarkkent, I agree with just about everything you said except that covid-19 started at Ft. Detrick. It doesn't mean I'm right and/or

that you are wrong either. The GOF research, that led up to this pandemic, originally started at Chapel Hill, N. Carolina. It got

handed off to China and Peter Daszak's  EcoHealth Alliance after the Obama Administration halted GOF research in 2014. Oddly

enough, the Trump Administration reinstated this research in 2017 with restrictions that Fauci was able to get around by giving

EcoHealth grants that got funneled to Wuhan. Technically, that is legal. You can "OUTSOURCE" your research. My wife does it. In

fact, she is FORCED to accept the lowest bidder!

She has no choice but to buy her lab supplies, equipment, reagents, chemicals, and PPE from China because they are cheaper.

So, you get what you pay for! This goes back to my constitutional freedoms rant up above. People have to be allowed to MAKE

THEIR OWN DECISIONS! When Governments, Universities, Institutions (public schools), Hospitals, and even corporations become

DICTATORS and start micromanaging, really bad things start happening. People lose their trust in the system and everything

eventually collapses. War is the end result. Like I said, there's no disagreement here, just a difference of opinion.
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False.  The virus, later mutated into bioweapon, was found in a cave and killed 3 Chinese miners in 2013  The source

clearly.originated in China....as you. www.the-sun.com/news/2979603/mystery-china-bat-cave-covid-wuhan-lab/
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